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1 SSAA Strategic Leadership Group (mandate for the Community sub-group) 

Following the implementation phase of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (SSAA), 

the HPA was tasked with developing a partnership framework to support the continued 

effective operation of the Act.  The framework involves a central SSAA Strategic Leadership 

Group supported by five sub-groups. 

1.1 One of these groups is the Community sub-group, established in late 2015, with the 

 following membership: 

 Community members who have participated in action around the SSAA - Currently 

there are two representatives from Auckland (North Shore and Otara Papatoetoe) and 

one from each Wellington and Christchurch 

 CAYAD national coordinator (Shore Whaariki) 

 A representative from a public health unit 

 Alcohol Healthwatch 

 HPA staff (region managers, principal advisor local government and manager alcohol 

and community) – also play a chair / secretariat role. 

1.2 There have been several meetings of the Community sub-group.  At these meetings it has 

become apparent that there are some significant challenges faced by community members 

wishing to participate in the SSAA, either through individual licensing hearings (both DLC1 

level and ARLA2) and/or with the development of Local Alcohol Policies (LAPs). 

1.3 This paper serves to reflect the key issues for the community members, as reported by 

them or other community stakeholders they are networked with.  It is hoped that by 

communicating these challenges the wider SSAA Leadership Group and other sub-groups 

can work together to find solutions.  Where possible we have or intend to identify solutions 

or potential solutions to these challenges.  

1.4 It is noted however, that while this paper expresses issues, there are examples of good 

practice occurring across New Zealand.  

 

                                                
1
 District Licensing Committee, established under s.186 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 

2
 Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing Authority, established under s.169 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 

2012 
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2  DLC and ARLA Hearings 

 During the passage of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act, one of the stated aims of the 

 new legislation was to improve community input into alcohol licensing decisions.3 

2.1 The experience of community members in both DLC and ARLA hearings, however, has 

been mixed.  At worst, the experience has been so negative that some are questioning the 

point of continuing to participate in the process at all.  The overall theme is that community 

members feel as if their input is met by significant challenge from Inspectors, DLCs / ARLA 

and/or, more predictably, the applicants.  On the other hand, some community members 

report favourably about their experience with the Medical Officer of Health and Police 

representatives before and during a hearing. 

2.2 For a community member, the prospect of initiating an objection is formidable and 

complicated. Deadlines, rules of evidence, disclosure and participating in a formal legal 

hearing are often foreign experiences for community members.  The legalistic nature of 

some of the statutory agency officers, the Committee and the Authority make it all the 

more daunting.  

2.3 When initiating a potential objection to an alcohol licence application, the first contact is 

often with the Alcohol Licensing Inspector at the Council.  It is the perception of some 

community members that in particular cases the Inspector (and Committee) have 

appeared more interested in assisting the applicant to obtain their licence than in ensuring 

the views / concerns of all parties (including the other agencies, as well as the objectors) 

are represented fairly in their report. The Inspector’s report is weighed on heavily by 

Committees.  Community members have reported that at times they feel that their 

objections are treated as a ‘nuisance’ to the process.4 

2.4 For example, one Inspector included in his report that objectors were getting ‘two bites at 

the cherry’ by participating in both the resource management and alcohol licensing 

processes, despite knowing the objectors did not have the opportunity to participate in the 

RMA hearing because it was heard on a non-notified basis.   

2.5 The following are examples of other problems experienced by community-based objectors. 

(a) A resident living opposite an existing licensed premises in Auckland’s North Shore 

had gathered considerable evidence of that premises operating in a manner that 

was not consistent with what she and others in her neighbourhood understood to be 

the requirements of the Act (and arguably detracting from the amenity and good 

order of the locality).  They collected evidence of noise from patrons outside the 

premises, including videos of patrons creating disturbances, drinking and gathering 

in the adjacent car-park, fighting in the street, breaking bottles and urinating in 

                                                
3
 “One of the aims of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 is to improve community input into local 

alcohol licensing decisions.’ (http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-
community/territorial-authorities)  
4
 As reported through the Community sub-group meetings.  

http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-community/territorial-authorities
http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-community/territorial-authorities
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public places to name a few of the behaviours.5  This footage was provided to the 

Auckland District Licensing Committee at the hearing.   

The community member had objected in writing, within the specified timeframe and 

outlining matters relevant to the licence, and was considered to have an interest 

greater than the general public.  In the period leading up to the hearing, the objector 

was advised by email (19 January 2016) that matters of a renewal of the licence, 

and a special licence application would be heard together. The party was then 

advised one day later (20 January 2016) that all evidence would be required by 22 

January 2016, a mere three days later. The community objector requested an 

extension, and was granted an extension of two working days (until 10am, 27 

January 2016). The objector spent many, many hours preparing evidence, including 

video and photographic evidence that needed compiling, converting, documenting 

and cross-referencing with a log of statements. On the day of the hearing the 

objector was not allowed to show the evidence that they had prepared. It is 

worthwhile noting that this was during the school holiday period when many people 

would not be contactable.  

During the hearing on the above matter, one of the objectors had been present for 

the first day of the hearing, was unable to attend day two because of work 

commitments. As a result, the evidence was not able to be included in the hearing. 

One of the objections was from a husband and wife that had objected together, but 

because the wife was only able to attend on the second day she was unable to 

participate in the hearing as she wasn’t present on the first day. At the same 

hearing, the applicant gave evidence on day one as they couldn’t make day two of 

the hearing – and this was allowed.  

(b) Similarly, in Christchurch a community member who filed an objection appeared at 

the hearing ready to present his case, only to be disallowed when the applicant 

questioned his eligibility6.  After a brief discussion, the Judge adjourned to take a 

walk around the neighbourhood and erroneously determined that the objector ‘lives 

just under one kilometre from the premises’ (in fact, his house is 430m by footpath 

and 400m by straight line, as measured by Google Earth).  It also was determined 

that ‘it is not possible to see the premises from [the objector’s address]’.  The 

objector had described in writing the location of his house in relation to the 

premises, as well as the reasons for objecting, but was not allowed to speak at the 

hearing. 

In support of the objector, the local residents’ association wrote to the Authority, 

seeking clarification of how the distance was estimated and why visual proximity 

                                                
5
 Video footage presented to the Auckland District Licensing Committee: 

www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/hearings/binbindeluxeag20150305.pdf)  
6
 This application was heard by ARLA prior to the full implementation of the new legislation [NZARLA PH826, 

held 22 August 2013], but is included as an example of the difficulties often faced by lay people when 
applicants’ legal representatives raise questions such as this, and the objector/s are not allowed to correct 
errors or seek clarifications, except as an appeal to the High Court.   

http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/hearings/binbindeluxeag20150305.pdf
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would even be an issue.  The response from the Authority (dated 16 September 

2013) was unhelpful and patronising, i.e. ‘The Authority is under no obligation to 

explain the methodology it used to reach the conclusions it came to’ and referred 

the objector to the High Court appeal process.  Being disqualified at this hearing has 

had profound effects on the neighbourhood.  The presence of a licensed premises 

(with 4:00 am closing) so close to a residential area has been used as a precedent 

in subsequent applications under both the resource management and current 

alcohol licensing processes.  

(c) Thirteen months later, the same residents’ association questioned the perspective 

put by the Christchurch DLC during a renewal hearing, that it could be seen as 

‘unfair and unreasonable’ to alter the trading hours of the particular premises if 

others were allowed to continue trading later simply because their licence was not 

due for renewal.  

The association sought clarification after the hearing, given that if this was the 

official stance, it put the association and other objectors in the unenviable position of 

having to respond to each application on a one-by-one basis, as required by the 

process, but with little chance of influencing the decision. 

The DLC adviser suggested that the query be directed to the Licensing Inspection 

and Enforcement Unit, which was done.  The Unit Manager was reluctant to discuss 

the issue and referred the association to Community Law.  The contact person there 

said they were unable to provide any clarification as this was ‘a one-by-one 

situation, with specific guidelines within this [licensing] context’ and referred it back 

to the Licensing Unit or DLC, ‘given that they are the experts in this field’7.   

(d) As of 2016, the above ‘Catch-22’ situation still exists, as summarised in the following 

excerpts from a different panel in the same district: 

The District Licensing Committee has taken the view that it does not wish to 

disadvantage any particular establishment by reducing its trading hours just 

because its licence has come up for renewal when neighbouring premises 

could continue to be open later.  It hoped that the Local Alcohol Policy might 

resolve the situation by stipulating hours that would apply to all.  Unfortunately, 

Christchurch still does not have a Local Alcohol Policy and applications for 

renewal such as this one are now long overdue to be decided. 

The behaviour complained of by the objectors is exceedingly well documented 

in the full and detailed submissions of the [particular residents’ association].  I 

commend the Association on the quality of its research and presentation.  

Nothing much is served in the context of the present decision by repeating in 

detail what the Association has so graphically described.  Nevertheless for the 

record I note that vomiting, public urination, noise and vandalism seem to 

                                                
7
  Verbal communication, March 2015. 
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have become the norm on the streets in this area at night particularly at the 

week ends.  I have no doubt that the amenity and good order of the locality 

has been reduced, to more than a minor extent, as a consequence of the 

issue of licences collectively.8 

This licence was renewed, with no changes to hours, as have all the others in the 

same area.  The DLC has been relying on the LAP to resolve the issue (the 

provisional LAP stipulates that all premises in this area must close by 1:00 am), but 

meanwhile six new licences later than 1:00 am have been granted, along with seven 

renewals.  With so many additional licenses in place, the Provisional LAP appeals 

process has taken on a completely different flavour, and the Council ended up 

reconsidering even the most fundamental aspects of the PLAP, outside the formal 

hearing process9. 

(e) A further ‘Catch-22’ situation is reflected in another DLC decision.10  The Committee 

stated that, ‘The evidence by the Objectors concerning vandalism, noise and other 

issues in the area was well documented and presented.  Unfortunately, it was not 

specific for the premises in question particularly as this was going to be a new 

business in Victoria Street.  For this reason we did not find that we could lay any 

reduction of the amenity and good order of the locality at the door of [the applicant].’ 

For this hearing, the objectors produced specific examples of problems from existing 

licensed premises with similar hours in the same or adjacent blocks to the proposed 

location of the new premises.  The evidence was not challenged at the hearing, nor 

in the subsequent submissions.   

If a DLC feels unable to take such evidence into account when making decisions on 

new applications, there is no compelling reason for community groups to be 

involved, especially given the time and expense required to present a good case.  

(f) Participation is also compromised because hearings are held in the daytime, usually 

with no specific agenda as to expected timelines for evidence.  This makes it very 

difficult for those in paid employment.  Community representatives have reported 

sitting through two full days, with all except the last 20 – 30 minutes devoted to the 

applicant and agencies, regardless of the number of objectors.  More recently, 

objectors have been able to request an allocated timeslot, which is appreciated.  

However, they can be disadvantaged if they are not present for the entire hearing, 

                                                
8
  Decision No.60C [2016] 1212, 26/5/16, paras 6 + 8. 

9
 The Christchurch City Council recently resubmitted a revised pLAP to ARLA.  Among the significant 

changes made is an expansion of the area designated for late-night (up to 3:00 am) trading, including the 
area covered by the decisions referred to above.  The residents’ association, and others who supported the 
first version of the pLAP, were put in the position of having to decide whether to become an appellant against 
the changed elements or to give up the fight.  For community members / groups, appealing against the 
territorial authority is much more onerous than supporting the pLAP, usually requiring expensive legal 
counsel and other resources often not available to such groups. 
10

 Decision No.60B [2015] 2640; hearing held in September 2015 and appealed by the three Agencies and 
three of the objectors.  The decision was upheld, with some minor changes. 
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especially if they are representing a large group and need to participate in all 

aspects of the hearing (including cross-examination of other witnesses and 

responding to claims made by the applicant). 

(g) Another common theme is the lack of clear explanations about the process at the 

start of and during each hearing.  Given that each DLC (and sometimes even each 

panel within the same district) operates differently, this can be very confusing to lay 

participants.  One specific example is that when objectors, as well as counsel for the 

applicant and agency representatives, sought clarifications of particularly confusing 

procedures, they were told that ‘the procedure changes from hearing to hearing.’11  

3 Improvements / potential improvements 

Some recent improvements have been and continue to be made to ensure that community 

members know what to expect and what their rights are.  Community members have 

spoken positively about the guidance available to them (and others).   

3.1 Examples of guidelines on writing objections, preparing evidence and participating in 

hearings include: 

(a) HPA Guidelines12 which are comprehensive and user-friendly; 

(b) Wellington City Council website13, which is particularly accessible and helpful, 

including online summaries of each licence application prior to the deadline for 

objections; 

(c) Christchurch City Council website14, which includes useful templates and 

explanations, as well as the Tri Agency Newsletters (Police Alcohol Strategy and 

Enforcement Team, CCC Alcohol Licensing Team and Community and Public 

Health Alcohol Licensing Officers); 

(d) Auckland Council website15, which is not as comprehensive as the other two, 

including only basic information. 

3.2 Immediate improvements could be made if DLCs understood more clearly the Commission 

of Inquiry powers they already have16 and/or if these powers were applied more fairly and 

consistently by the Committees.  Currently, they seem to be applying very tight rules of 

evidence (often at the request of the applicant’s Counsel), whereas DLCs and the 

                                                
11

 From transcript, Day 2 (11/9/15), DLC Decision No. 60B [2015] 2640 dated 10 November 2015. 
12

 http://www.alcohol.org.nz/alcohol-management-laws/licensing-local-policies/alcohol-licensing/objecting-to-
a-licence  
13

 http://wellington.govt.nz/services/consents-and-licences/alcohol-licensing/have-your-say-on-licence-
applications/object-to-an-application/how-to-lodge-an-objection  
14

 https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/business-licences-and-consents/alcohol/objecting-to-a-
grant-for-a-licence    
15

http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/en/licencesregulations/alcohol/sellandsupplyalcohol/pages/objecttoanal
cohollicence.aspx  
16

 As per section 201 of the SSAA 2012. 

http://www.alcohol.org.nz/alcohol-management-laws/licensing-local-policies/alcohol-licensing/objecting-to-a-licence
http://www.alcohol.org.nz/alcohol-management-laws/licensing-local-policies/alcohol-licensing/objecting-to-a-licence
http://wellington.govt.nz/services/consents-and-licences/alcohol-licensing/have-your-say-on-licence-applications/object-to-an-application/how-to-lodge-an-objection
http://wellington.govt.nz/services/consents-and-licences/alcohol-licensing/have-your-say-on-licence-applications/object-to-an-application/how-to-lodge-an-objection
https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/business-licences-and-consents/alcohol/objecting-to-a-grant-for-a-licence
https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/business-licences-and-consents/alcohol/objecting-to-a-grant-for-a-licence
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/en/licencesregulations/alcohol/sellandsupplyalcohol/pages/objecttoanalcohollicence.aspx
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/en/licencesregulations/alcohol/sellandsupplyalcohol/pages/objecttoanalcohollicence.aspx
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Authority are allowed to hear any evidence and apply a broader filter than, perhaps, a 

Court of Law operating at a higher jurisdiction might be allowed.  In effect, DLCs can hear 

anything and apply weight as they see fit.  This latitude is particularly important if the 

original intention of enabling greater community engagement is to be achieved. 

3.3 Looking at the example in 2.4 (a) above, the applicant’s Counsel successfully limited the 

amount (and arguably the effectiveness) of the evidence objectors were able to present to 

the Committee, thus reducing the ability of the objectors to evidence their allegations.  If the 

Committee had wanted to (or had they felt comfortable challenging Counsel), they could 

have listened to the evidence and applied whatever weight they felt was appropriate.   

The restrictive approach adopted by the DLC was agreed to by the Licensing Inspector as 

well, who despite giving evidence of witnessing disorder and vomiting outside the premises, 

expressed nothing but support for the applicant in her report.  From the community 

member’s point of view the Inspectorate in this case did not play an independent role, as 

required by legislation (s197), but instead was perceived as supporting the applicant over 

any other party.  As stated in 2.3, above, this lack of objectivity seems to be mirrored in 

other jurisdictions as well.17 

3.4 In sum, the Committees should take an inclusive approach and apply the rules more fairly, 

especially when dealing with community members who do not have the resources to retain 

legal Counsel. 

4 Local Alcohol Policy appeals and negotiations 

The experience of community members participating in local alcohol policy (LAP and PLAP 

– provisional LAP) deliberations, including mediation and appeals hearings, takes a similar 

path to that described above.   

4.1 Because even more parties usually participate in LAP development meetings and 

hearings, many of whom are represented by confident and articulate legal Counsel, 

community participants can feel even more disadvantaged than in licensing hearings.   

4.2 The effect of this power imbalance is that lay people/groups often are given less ‘airtime’ 

than other participants.  For example, in a recent PLAP ‘negotiation’ meeting, parties such 

as supermarkets and large liquor chains were represented by Counsel, drowning out the 

voice of the sole community member who was able to attend that meeting.  To say the 

experience for that person was ‘daunting’ is putting it lightly.   

4.3 In a similar meeting for another PLAP, representatives from some of the on-licence 

appellants interjected loudly when community group representatives were speaking, 

sometimes with very personal comments.  To make matters worse, after the meeting one of 

the appellant’s lawyer sent a letter to the community group and two individuals, in which 

they threatened civil proceedings because of ‘a campaign of misinformation and misleading 

conduct designed to scuttle our client’s legitimate business plans’ and that they will be 

                                                
17

 For examples, excerpts from DLC decision 60B [2015] 2640. 
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‘claiming all losses associated with the involvement of [the named parties] in its application 

for a licence, the appeals of the licensing decision and the PLAP appeals…..[depending] on 

the outcome of the PLAP appeal, but even if calculated as of today’s claim, the amounts 

are substantial.’18   

4.4 The above example seems to be an action by an interested party in the LAP to hush an 

articulate and well intentioned community representative – who has plainly and legally 

participated in the process allowed for by the SSAA.  

4.5 Such behaviour is totally unacceptable and should not be tolerated.  It also acts to dissuade 

community groups or individuals from taking a stand on alcohol-related matters, even when 

they feel strongly about the impact on their daily lives. 

4.6 Due to the cost ($517.50 to lodge) and the potential for professional support costs (legal 

advice) in mounting an appeal, it is unlikely that many community submitters would 

participate in the process in the first place, but for those that do it can be a frightful 

experience.  

4.7 A recent development with PLAP deliberations has been the ARLA directing a territorial 

authority to renegotiate the LAP elements in dispute – to see whether parties can come to 

some agreement. This serves to take discussions ‘off-line’ and away from a public hearing, 

often with significant elements of the current provisional LAP altered.   

4.8 The basis for these negotiations does not seem to exist in the Act, but is occurring in 

pockets across the country.  This is questionably undemocratic and ultra-vires. The LAP 

should be developed after some pre-work with stakeholders. The territorial authority must 

engage the statutory agencies (Police and MOH). It is then to proceed to the special 

consultative procedure as a minimum, where stakeholders and the public have the 

opportunity to submit. After this, the territorial authority can produce a provisional LAP 

(PLAP), which can then be appealed if a party who submitted previously believes an 

element or elements to be unreasonable.  

4.9 After appeals have been lodged, the discussions are being taken off-line, often without all 

parties being involved or even informed (most commonly industry stakeholders seem to 

wield the most power in these “negotiations”).  The result has been significant changes 

made to a provisional policy that already had been thoroughly discussed, with ample 

opportunity for all sides to have their say.   

4.10 For example, the amended Christchurch PLAP (a) extends off-licence hours from 9:00 pm 

to 10:00 pm, despite strong support from submitters during consultation on the draft LAP for 

earlier closing times (b) makes it much easier for a venue to be classified as a ‘nightclub’ 

and therefore trade longer than other premises19 and (c) expands the area where 
                                                
18

 At this point, details re the particular case, the appellant’s identity and the named parties are considered 
confidential.  No action has been taken by the recipients of the letter to date. 
19

 The original pLAP specified that (among other things) ‘the principal income is derived from activities other 
than the sale of alcohol’; the resubmitted version requires only that ‘at least 30% of the revenue is derived 
from activities other than the sale of alcohol or food’ [para 1.12, page 12, 20 September 2016]. 
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nightclubs and other licensed premises can trade up to 3:00 (or 4:00) am, including part of 

Victoria Street (the area referred to above which already had been thoroughly considered 

during the consultation period).20  These changes were made without the benefit of a public 

hearing in front of ARLA, where the appellants would need to prove that the original 

elements were unreasonable.   

4.11 Alcohol Healthwatch have written a paper on the LAP process which outlines some of the 

challenges and current situation. This is available at: 

http://www.ahw.org.nz/resources/Documents-ther/2016/LAPReport_FinalWEB%202016.pdf 

5 SSAA Amendments 

5.1 It needs to be remembered that one of the driving forces behind the review of the Sale of 

Liquor Act 1989 was so communities could have meaningful input into local licensing 

decisions.21 

5.2 The Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 was recently being debated in respect of a couple 

 of minor amendments (i.e. allowing non-alcoholic beer products and the abilities of 

 companies to hold licences).  

 The Minister introducing the Bill to the House in its first reading noted that,  

“The Act introduced a range of measures to combat alcohol-related harm, crime, 

and public health problems.  It also empowered our communities across New 

Zealand, giving them a chance to have a say in how alcohol in their area is sold and 

supplied.  Two years is still early days to draw conclusions overall on such a major 

regulatory reform.  However, the early signs are encouraging.  We are already 

seeing far fewer alcohol outlets, the first local alcohol plan is coming into force, and 

more communities are getting the chance to have a say on the way in which alcohol 

is sold in their community.” 22 

5.3 It is important that the feedback from this Community sub-group be fed back to the Ministry 

of Justice and other SSAA stakeholders.  While it is true that communities have more 

opportunities for involvement and ‘have a say’, the way many of the Committees, hearings 

and related meetings operate means that the experience is not often a particularly positive 

                                                
 
 
20

 After wide consultation and many submissions from both the hospitality industry and residents, the draft 
LAP and the provisional LAP concluded that the maximum trading hours in this area should be 1:00 am 
because of its proximity to residential areas.  This was supported by the Police, Medical Officer of Health, 
other health professionals, the relevant community / residential associations and (according to internal 
papers) the Licensing and Enforcement Unit of the city council. 
21

 “One of the aims of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 is to improve community input into local 
alcohol licensing decisions.” (http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-
community/territorial-authorities) 
22

 Dr Nick Smith, Draft Transcript - Sale and Supply of Alcohol (Display of Low-alcohol Beverages and Other 
Remedial Matters) Amendment Bill. 

http://www.ahw.org.nz/resources/Documents-ther/2016/LAPReport_FinalWEB%202016.pdf
http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-community/territorial-authorities
http://www.justice.govt.nz/policy/sale-and-supply-of-alcohol/alcohol-in-the-community/territorial-authorities
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one.  It also means that the community voice does not carry equal weight with others 

involved in the process. 

6 Solutions 

6.1 It is the intent of the Community sub-group that we provide solutions as well as expressing 

the challenges.  We would also welcome the SSAA Strategic Leadership Group and its 

members to offer solutions. 

6.2 The Community sub-group would like to note two of the recommendations within the 

Cabinet Paper that responded to the Law Commission report on alcohol law reform23. 

Specific to the issues raised in the paper; recommendation 47 notes that, “All DLC 

members should receive training to enable them to undertake their functions properly” and 

recommendation 66 notes that, ”There should be a requirement that the Authority and 

DLCs conduct hearings with as little formality as is consistent with a fair and efficient 

process”.  

6.3 In its submission to the Sale and Supply of Alcohol (Display of Low-alcohol Beverages and 

Other Remedial Matters) Amendment bill before the Justice and Electoral Select 

Committee24, the Otara-Papatoetoe Local Board and Mangere Local Board expressed their 

concerns about the struggle of community groups wishing to lodge objections against off-

licence premises in alleged unsuitable locations.  The following are included in their 

submission: 

(a) After Local Board members’ participated in DLC hearings, they submit that hearings 

should be less formal, arguing that hearing procedures are excessively legalistic in 

process and tone, making it difficult for community objectors to participate.  They 

also report that community members have felt threatened and intimidated.  While 

the Act offers the chance to participate, the hearing procedure makes it difficult to 

present their views effectively.  

(b) They suggest that, by contrast, the Resource Management Act (RMA) provides for 

the relevant Authority to: 

 avoid unnecessary formality; 

 recognise tikanga Maori where appropriate; 

 not permit any person other than the chairperson or hearing body to question 

parties or witnesses; 

 not permit cross-examination.    

                                                
23

 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/all/files/alcohol-law-reform-cabinet-paper-final.pdf  
24

 https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-
NZ/51SCJE_EVI_00DBHOH_BILL68044_1_A516141/ce25e99c67a4ed5e2f43c42e8775f9043e4b7421 

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/all/files/alcohol-law-reform-cabinet-paper-final.pdf
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/51SCJE_EVI_00DBHOH_BILL68044_1_A516141/ce25e99c67a4ed5e2f43c42e8775f9043e4b7421
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/51SCJE_EVI_00DBHOH_BILL68044_1_A516141/ce25e99c67a4ed5e2f43c42e8775f9043e4b7421
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 (c) The Ministry for the Environment described the results of this approach to RMA  

  hearings as follows:  

‘Unlike a courtroom, a council hearing is more participatory.  Parties can speak for 

themselves, and the committee can discourage a battleground of divergent views 

and foster problem solving approaches among the participants.’ 25 

6.4 At the very least, it would be helpful for stakeholders in the SSAA to remember one of the 

key motivations for the review of the previous alcohol regulatory regime was to improve the 

ability for communities to have a say. Training for Inspectors and DLCs should be a 

priority. Resources being developed should also include the Community sub-group 

members as their feedback and insight might assist the other agencies understand the 

community’s views or improve their responses to them or support for them to be heard.  

The Community sub-group are happy to assist with case studies where this may assist the 

leadership group or its agency representatives.  

                                                
25 

Ministry for the Environment, “Making Good Decisions: a resource for RMA decision makers”, (2013, 2nd 
edition updated 2015), pp173-4   


